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Read Alouds Too-Good-To-Miss
Buried Treasures
Inkheart

by Cornelia Funke
When fictional characters come to life, the reader and author of their book devise a plan to stop their evil
doings. Great for literature circles, especially discussing plot and literary elements.

Library Lion

by Michelle Knudsen
A lion starts visiting the local library but runs into trouble as he tries to both obey the rules and help his librarian
friend.

Miss Smith’s Incredible Storybook

by Michael Garland
School is boring until a really cool teacher shows up. As Miss Smith reads, the characters in the stories come
alive and reading becomes an incredible adventure!

Punk Farm

by Jarrett Krosoczka
What really goes on in the barn after Farmer Joe goes to bed at night? Pig, Chicken, Cow, Goat and Sheep
better known as Punk Farm, treat the other animals to a rock ‘n rolling good time. You can even follow their
antics online at PunkFarm.com.

The Magic Hat

by Mem Fox
A wizard’s hat changes people into animals when it lands on their heads.

The Three Horrid Little Pigs

by Liz Pichon
A quirky twist to a classic fairy tale wherein 3 lazy piggy hooligans “huff and puff” at Mr. Wolf who ironically
only wants to be friendly and helpful!

An Undone Fairy Tale

by Ian Lendler
An Undone Fairy Tale is like reading a book within a book. Whether you’re the reader or the listener you can’t
help but be ‘drawn’ in and you will find yourself talking back to the book, in between laughs of course. Get a
rare behind the scenes peek at what goes into illustrating a book while reading about a princess whose life is just
a little bit different from other princesses.

A Visitor for Bear

by Bonny Becker
One spoon, one cup, one bowl, one slice of bread, one egg, that’s all that Bear needs for his breakfast for one.
Until the day a very persistent visitor ignores Bear’s “No Visitors” sign and makes his way into Bear’s home
and heart. A visitor then becomes a friend.

Wild About Books

by Judy Sierra
When a librarian gets off route in her bookmobile and ends up at the zoo, the animals get introduced to books
and go wild…about reading!

Zen Shorts

by Jon J. Muth
When Stillwater the bear moves into the neighborhood, the stories he tells to three siblings teach them to look at
the world in new ways.

